Don’t be coy. They may be fishy, but these Terrace Gardens residents love attention. Take a picture near their home imitating their funny faces.

Find the artsy structure on the South Lawn that rewrites the fate of the second little pig—it would be hard to blow this house down! Take a pic inside.

As you walk through the Gardens, find your favorite spot for future studying/relaxing. Many areas like the Fisher Amphitheater and Piedmont Prairie have Wi-Fi.

Don’t be coy. They may be fishy, but these Terrace Gardens residents love attention. Take a picture near their home imitating their funny faces.

Meditate your way over to this colorful landmark that bridges together elements of a Zen garden. When you arrive, strike a yoga pose and take a snap.

Watch your fingers! These Blomquist natives have a taste for meat. But don’t bug out, they prefer insects to you. Capture them mid-meal, or give us your best bug-eating impression.

It’s where we produce produce. Confused? Lettuce head to our most delicious garden, where the fruits of our labor are donated to local charities. Photograph your favorite veg.

The events, concerts and weddings at this geometric amphitheater are more than all right (and sometimes a cute!) Reenact a concert by playing air guitar or a wedding with a kiss.

Duke Gardens offers a wealth of student events and experiences throughout the year. Check our website for the latest. gardens.duke.edu/events